
 

 

Pilot instructors enhance the customer and customer pilot experience, by ensuring full ground and flight 
instruction training in accordance with our Flight Operation and customer requirements. As a Pilot Instructor you 
will determine and develop training format and content to effectively present Eurocopter’s training curriculum, 
and enhance customer satisfaction and service. 
 

If your track record shows you can … 

 Provide detailed and accurate pilot training and instruction according to customer needs, specific 
Eurocopter aircraft and procedure requirements 

 Ensure safety in the flight operation and training program 

 to ensure understanding and pilot training success 

 Develop, conduct and revise training curriculum and adapt your training style to specific pilot-trainee 
needs, to ensure safe and accurate training and ensuring pilot-trainee understanding and success 

 Maintain current knowledge of all aircraft models and ensure awareness of all updates and changes in 
technology and flight procedure as they are advised by Eurocopter 

 Present the advantage of OEM pilot training to customers to obtain additional market share and enhance 
the operational safety of flight 

 Prepare simulator course curriculum for future course at AEC with Canadian Customers 
 

And if you have… 

 Airline Transport Pilot or Commercial Pilot Certificate for Helicopters 

 Type rating on AS350. (Type rating on EC120 and experience on EC130 would be an asset) 

 Approved Flight Instructor Rating, Class 3 or higher 

 Ground School Instructor experience and stamina, and ability to teach 3 day ground school  

 Category 1 Medical 

 3,000 flight hours (2,500 in helicopters and min 500 as pilot in command) 

 Effective communication skills and ability to work within a team 

 Extensive Emergency Flight Training Experience, Post Maintenance Flight Test Experience 

 A flexible schedule (travel required for extended periods of time, no more than 2 weeks at a time)  

 Bilingual (English & French) 

With the additional assets of: 

 IFR Rating  

 350 hours as multi-engine helicopter pilot 

 Experience on any other Eurocopter types 

… then we want to hear from you! 

To apply to this position, please send an updated resume and cover letter to tara.overholt@eurocopter.ca 

by Tuesday, June 12th.  Please be advised that only qualified applicants will be considered for an interview.  
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